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Guidelines for Parenthetical Documentation 
 

 Work by one author. Put the author’s last name and the page reference in the parentheses: (Jones 58-59). 
If you mention the author’s name in the sentence, put only the page reference in parentheses: According to 
Mary Jones, the attempt was unsuccessful (58-59). 

 
 Work by more than one author. Put the authors’ last names and page reference in parentheses: (Smith 

and Klein 87). If a source has more than three authors, give the first author’s last name followed by et al 
(Latin abbreviation meaning “and others”) and the page reference: (Norbert et al. 23). 

 
 Work with no author given. Give the title (or a shortened version of it) and the page reference: (“Sir 

Lancelot” 398). 
 

 One of two or more works by the same author. Give the author’s last name, the title or a shortened 
version, and the page reference: (Laver, Holy Grail 398). 

 
 Two or more works cited at the same place. Use a semicolon to separate the entries: (Shea 132; Musik 

95). 
 

 If the source of your information has a corporate author, such as the Environmental Protection Agency 
or the State Department, it is better to include a long name in the text.  If not in the text, be sure to say so in 
the parenthetical reference: (State Department 15). 

 
 If your source contains a quotation from another source that you want to use, you may begin your 

parenthetical reference with the abbreviation qtd. in, for “quoted in:” (qtd. in Browning 375). 
 
Sample of text with parenthetical documentation:  
 
 According to Asimov and Frenkel, engineers are now developing “third-generation” robots, such as 

the personal robot, “which can be programmed to serve food, clean house, or act as a watch dog (95-97). 

Engineers are also working on robots that can diagnose illness, mine for precious metals, and even rescue fire 

victims (Barrett 39; Colligan 67-69). In addition, the factories of the future may be filled with computer-

controlled robots. Some of these factories may be in outer space or on the moon, and some may contain robots 

producing other robots (Marsh 24-25, 30-31). 

Avoiding Plagiarism: Presenting someone else’s words or ideas as your own is plagiarism. It is a serious 
    offense and the consequences may be severe. 
 

 Document all direct quotations.  Make sure that you have copied down each quotation word for word and 
that the punctuation is the same as in the original. 

 
 Document information you gather from your sources EVEN if you changed the wording. This includes 

ideas and expressions you didn’t think of yourself but that you copied, paraphrased, or summarized from 
your sources. 

 
 DO NOT document common knowledge. Information is considered common knowledge if it can be found 

(undocumented) in several different sources or if it is knowledge that many ordinary people have. 


